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Massachusetts Rider Education Program                
Rules of Professional Conduct 

 
The Rules of Professional Conduct for certified Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF), Approved 
Massachusetts Rider Education Program (MREP) RiderCoaches and RiderCoach Trainers helps 
ensure that MSF RiderCourse are conducted in a Safe, Low Risk, Efficient, Effective and 
Professional manner.  
 
1. Conduct the Basic RiderCourses (BRCs) and Experience RiderCourses (ERCs) in a manner that meets 

standards of the MSF curricula and only at MSF certified / MREP approved Rider Education 
Recognition Program (RERP) sites with only MSF certified / MREP approved RiderCoaches. 

 
2. Conduct one’s self in a professional manner that includes:  

a) Appropriate appearance and language.  
b) Exhibit positive verbal and written messages  
c) Ensure a positive interaction with others that is free of intimidation or threat and is       

consistent with the MSF and MREP mission.  
 
3. Currently own and operate a motorcycle on a frequent routine basis other than on a training 

motorcycle during the BRC demonstrations.  
 
4. Maintain a state motorcycle license and a good driving / riding record.  

 
5. Demonstrate safe riding habits and always wear proper protective gear when riding to, from and 

during rider training activities.  
 

6. Ride free of alcohol and other drugs.  
 

7. Complete at least one Learning Activity as a Student.  
 

8. Keep MSF and MREP informed of any personal contact information changes.  
 

9. RiderCoaches and RiderCoach Trainers are encouraged to support motorcycle safety programs and 
are not prohibited by MREP from talking to media; participate in a legislative or legal process or 
expressing their opinions as private citizens and on their personal time. However, RiderCoaches and 
RiderCoach Trainers shall in no way present themselves as speaking on behalf of MREP while taking 
a public position on a safety or legislative issues or when addressing a public-policy forum.  
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